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Abstract

The modern automobile is a complex electromechanical system controlled by control systems which consist of
several interdependent electronic control units (ECUs). Analysis of the data generated by these modules is
very important in order to observe the interesting patterns among data.

At Volvo Cars Corporation today, diagnostic read-out data is retrieved from client machines installed at
workshops in different countries around the world. The problem with this data is that it does not show a clear
picture as what is causing what i.e. tracking the problem. Diagnostic engineers at Volvo Cars Corporation
perform routine based statistical analysis of diagnostic read-out data manually, which is time consuming and
tedious work. Moreover, this analysis is restricted to basic level mainly statistical analysis of diagnostic read-
out data.

We present an approach based on statistical analysis and cluster analysis. Our approach focused on analysing
the data from a pure statistical stand-point to isolate the problem in diagnostic read-out data, thereby helping
to visualize and analyse the nature of the problem at hand. Different general statistical formulae were applied
to get meaningful information from large amount of DRO data. Cluster analysis was carried out to get clusters
consisting of similar trouble codes. Different methods and techniques were considered for the purpose of
cluster analysis. Hierarchical and non-hierarchical clusters were extracted by applying appropriate algorithms.

The results obtained from the thesis work show that the diagnostic read-out data consist of independent and
interdependent fault codes. Groups were generated which consist of similar trouble codes. Furthermore,
corresponding factors from freeze frame data which shows significant variation for these groups were also
extracted. These faults, groups of faults and factors were later interpreted and validated by diagnostic
engineers.

Keywords: Diagnostic read-out analysis, Engine Control Module, Volvo Cars Corporation
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Addressing technical quality issues has remained a prime focus for the automotive industry. During the
diagnostic process several faults, troubles, and errors in different components of an automobile system are
detected. Quite often, these fault, troubles, and errors could be caused by other faults, troubles and errors of
similar or dissimilar nature. These links might show dependencies among trouble codes and these
dependencies are complicated to figure out manually by diagnostic engineers. These dependencies among
trouble codes make it hard to find the root cause of the problem.

This chapter describes this complex problem in the field of a diagnostic analysis, provides some background
knowledge of diagnostic analysis and sets the goal for solving this problem by applying a suitable
methodology.

1.1 Diagnostic Analysis

(Henning & Paasch, 2000, p.1) Modern-day electromechanical systems are efficient, cost- effective and
reliable. These systems handle multiple functions and work in an integrated environment where components
are mainly interdependent on each other. These interdependencies among components often lead to
complexity where causes of failure are difficult to find. This is a diagnostic problem.

An automobile is an electromechanical system and processors responsible to monitor different components
are an essential part of automobiles. These processors which monitor various components of a car are
connected through CAN (Controller Area Network).  Some components are interdependent, so diagnostic
trouble codes generated by those components make it hard to find the root cause of the problem.

The reasons behind monitoring various components of the car are to maintain quality standards and
regulations imposed by the government. The automotive industry has gone ways forward towards high tech
electronic techniques and components to insure the attributes like safety and environmental friendliness of
modern automobiles (Nordström, 2007).

Since components are interdependent, it is hard for diagnostic engineers to manually isolate fault(s) in a
specific component. Complexity is added in a situation when multiple components trigger multiple codes
which do not lead to any specific problem definition.

A fictive case given by (Nordström, 2007) provides the reason why diagnostic engineers may be interested to
carry out diagnostic analysis. Diagnostic analysis helps to isolate the problem raised by interdependent
components. Diagnostic analysis is the analysis of diagnostic read-out data which is the study and analysis of
Diagnostic Trouble Codes. More about diagnostic analysis will be discussed in the coming sections.

1.2 Background to Diagnostic Read- out Data

Volvo Cars Corporation has a Diagnostic Read-out (DRO) database which contains read-out data retrieved from
different vehicles around the globe.

 System on the automobile side

In a Volvo automobile there is a complex network which consists of 30 processors responsible to control
various components of the car, such as infotainment, climate control, and the engine.
A diagnostic system monitors the automobile's performance as complete and intended. Issues, faults, and
troubles may arise in an automobile's system which are registered by these processors and stored in ECU
memory. Data from the ECU memory is read at the Volvo workshop and transferred to the DRO database for
analysis purposes. According to Bryngelsson and Jonsson (Bryngelsson & Jonsson,2006,p4)“Sensors installed in
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most new automobiles measure the engine and other attributes of the automobile, for example suspension
and steering. These sensors give specific answers about the automobile status when the automobile is in
service. If one of these values indicates a malfunction, a DTC is produced”. Furthermore, read-out is being
made to observe which DTC has occurred in an automobile that is in service along with additional information
like year, engine type and country information details.

In addition, vehicle self-diagnostic and reporting capability known as On Board Diagnostic (OBD) exists in
modern automobiles and a large amount of diagnostic information is obtained through OBD. OBD will be
discussed more in the next chapter.

 System on the Company side

Volvo Cars Corporation (VCC) has VIDA (Vehicle Information Diagnostics for After sales) clients installed around
the world at Volvo workshops, which collect diagnostic data from Volvo cars. The purpose of the VIDA client is
to collect diagnostic data from Volvo cars at the workshops and service the car accordingly. The diagnostic
data collected through VIDA clients is also stored in the centralized DRO database.

The diagnostic data collected from automobiles all over the world offers an opportunity to analyse the data
and collect meaningful information such as what is the most frequent problem, how a particular problem
differs from the rest of the problem(s) etc. Different approaches have been applied to analyse and explore the
data. Statistical analysis and cluster data analysis provide an opportunity to visualize and explore the
dependencies and relevancies among diagnostic troubles. This thesis work was an effort to analyse the data
from a statistical stand-point of view.

1.3 Problem Statement

Manual analysis of diagnostic read-out data to find dependencies and relevancies among Diagnostic Trouble
Codes (DTC) is tedious, time consuming, and inaccurate. In addition, finding key factors in the freeze frame
which shows significant variations for these trouble codes is also difficult to carry out manually. Furthermore,
suitable statistical techniques and methods are required to analyse large amounts of Diagnostic Read-out data.

It is interesting and of business value to VCC to retrieve statistical information from the database that contains
read-out data (Bryngelsson and Jonnson, 2006,p4). Diagnostic engineers at Volvo Cars Corporation are
interested to have an automated way to use some statistical methods and techniques for getting important
results. Given below are some typical questions a diagnostic engineer may be asking:

o Which DTCs are most frequent and what are the dependencies among DTCs?
o Could DTCs be grouped together?
o What are the factors in freeze frame data which show significant variation for a DTC group from rest of

the population?
o How to explore DRO-data and what methods and techniques are available for it?
o How to apply these methods and techniques to DRO Data?
o How to apply these methods and techniques to get the hierarchical view of Diagnostic Trouble Codes

(DTC) with their respective percentage difference?

The set of questions mentioned above reflects the complexity and difficulty associated with the analysis of
large amount of DRO-data. ‘It is a skill to distinguish the meaning and relation behind the data. A lot of
relations can be discovered by solving the “needles in the haystack” problem’. (Nordström, 2007)
According to Johanson and Karlsson at VCC, statistical analysis is carried out manually which is tedious and
time consuming and can easily become a bottleneck when the size of the DTC database grows. Thus,
sophisticated analysis tools and automatic report generation functions are desired.

Concluding the above mentioned authors work, the problem statement can be described as
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o Statistical methods and techniques to carry out the analysis of DRO data need to be determined.
o Manual analysis of DRO is tedious and time consuming and therefore a tool for automatic analysis

need to be developed.

1.4 Goal

The goal of this thesis project is to find statistical methods and techniques to analyse DRO data and automate
the process of analysis by developing a suitable software tool.

1.5 Purpose

The purpose is to find faults in the car which would help to improve the quality of newly designed automotive
system. However, the very basic and specific purpose of this thesis project is to assist diagnostic engineers
during off-board analysis of already in- service automobiles.

Diagnostic engineers at VCC believe that DRO-data, received from all its automobiles, is of great importance as
it contains reliability information, such as customer satisfaction data, warranty costs data, and quality issues
data (Nordström, 2007).

The data received can be visualized and analysed with the help of predefined methods and techniques which
can help diagnostic engineers in tracking and identifying the issues, faults and errors associated with the
respective automobiles. These methods and techniques can help preventing serious problems, for example
DTCs that are frequent in most Volvo cars. In addition, these methods and techniques can identify and analyse
diagnostic read-out data such as DTCs dependencies and relevancies, interested groups of dependent and
relevant DTCs.

The main beneficiary of this thesis project includes diagnostic engineers who can utilize these methods and
techniques and analyse and explore DRO data.

1.6 Methodology

Since the goal is to exploit a set of methods and techniques that can be used to analyse and explore DRO data,
we collect empirical data about the methods and techniques, formulate hypothesis (theory), and then test this
hypothesis. So the logic level adopted here is abduction presented in the master thesis guide (Brasch, 2005,
p18).

First, an empirical study is carried out about the methods and techniques available in the domain of statistical
and cluster data analysis, to formulate a hypothesis, and then this hypothesis is tested against the successful
fulfilment of the requirements.

The logic of abduction fits well into statistical and cluster data analysis because in both statistical and cluster
data analysis the goal is to study a method and technique, analyse and explore the data against that particular
method and technique, find reasonable patterns and suggest plausible hypothesis and then test this
hypothesis.
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1.7 Data Collection

Data was received during the initial phase of the project. Data was collected by observing how VCC diagnostic
engineers analyse DRO data. An Excel sheet containing large amount of DRO data was given to us for analysis.
Moreover, data was collected from already published articles, technical reports, Master and PhD thesis.

1.8 Limitations

1. The resulted analysis approaches and techniques are only beneficial to diagnosis engineers in the
automotive industry for the analysis of DRO data.

2. Analysing large amount of DRO data requires huge computation power.
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This chapter has been divided into two distinct parts: Statistical Analysis, and Exploratory data analysis. The
basic aim of this chapter is to outline these two different analysis approaches. In the later chapters, results are
provided based on these analysis approaches and methods applied. Output files were created ranging from
simple probability calculation of DTCs to cumulative probability and probability density functions. Binomial
distribution and Chi square distribution functions are mentioned in the later sections of this chapter. In the last
part of this chapter, Multivariate analysis and exploratory data analysis have been discussed.

2.1 Statistical Analysis

Probability

With each event A, one associates a number denoted by P (A) called the probability of A, which measures the
likelihood of the event A to be realized a priori, before performing the experiment. Probability of an event is
between 0 and 1, and the more likely the event is, the closer to 1 this number gets. (Jacod & Protter)

Independent Probability

Two events A and B are 'independent' if the occurrence of one of them does not affect the probability of the
other event; if events A and B are independent then

Events A and B are called independent if (Grimmet & Welsh)

Probability Distribution

Probability distribution shows the probability of each value of a random variable when the variable is discrete
or the probability of the value falling within a particular interval when the variable is continuous. The
probability distribution describes the range of possible values that a random variable can attain and the
probability that the value of the random variable is within any subset of that range (Douglas C & George C).

Probability Mass function

Definition

(Douglas C and George C) define PMF as: “For a discrete Random variable X with possible values
x1,x2,x3,……xn, a Probability Mass function is a function such that
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Binomial Distribution

Definition: (Douglas and George) define Binomial Distribution as: “A random experiment consists of n
Bernoulli trials such that

(1) The trials are independent
(2) Each trial results in only two possible outcomes, labeled as ‘success’ and ‘failure’
(3) The probability of success in each trial, denoted as p, remains constant

The random variable X that equals the number of trials that result in a success has a binomial random variable
with parameters 0 <p<1 and n=1, 2, .., The probability mass function of X is

Cumulative Distribution

Definition: (Douglas and George) define CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function as “The cumulative
distribution function of a discrete random variable X, denoted as F(x)

For a discrete random variable X, F(X) satisfies the following properties.

0

Chi-Square Distribution

(NIST/SEMATECH) explains chi square distribution in the following manner.
Probability Density Function: “The chi-square distribution results when independent variables with standard
normal distributions are squared and summed. The formula for the probability density function of the chi-
square distribution is

/

Where is the shape parameter and is the gamma function, the formula for the gamma function is

Cumulative Distribution Function The formula for the cumulative distribution function of the chi-square
distribution is
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Where , the gamma function is defined above and is the incomplete gamma function. The formula for the
incomplete gamma function is

2.2 Multivariate classification and clustering

Multivariate analysis provides very interesting techniques and methods where interesting variables are
selected and proposed operations are carried out depending upon desired results. Harvey (1969) describes the
following key steps in multivariate classification and clustering.

(1) Quantitative analysis of the inter-relationships among the attributes or among the objects
(2) Transformation or reduction of the correlations to a geometric structure with known properties

(usually Euclidean)
(3) Grouping or clustering of the objects or attributes on the basis of the distance measured in this

transformed space, and once the classes have been firmly identified
(4) The development of rules for assigning phenomena to classes.

2.3 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)

According to (NIST/SEMATECH) Exploratory Data Analysis uses different techniques including

a) Maximize insight into a data set
b) Uncover underlying structure
c) Extract important variables
d) Detect outliers and anomalies
e) Test underlying assumptions
f) Develop parsimonious models
g) Determine optimal factor settings

We use an exploratory data analysis approach because of the underlying assumption that we would get
acquaintance with our data in order to get hold on the semantics associated within data points inside data
sample. We can focus on the mistakes in data entry and can find information about outliers in our findings and
also we can get an idea of our missing data. The basic purpose of exploratory data analysis was to get benefit
of all the above mentioned techniques, where applicable.
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CHAPTER 3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
This chapter and the preceding one are related as they explain concepts, methods, and techniques applied.
This chapter is based on pure statistical and mathematical grounds. MATLAB script producing excel
spreadsheets are shown throughout the chapter. The assumption is that if two DTCs co-exist together in sort
of reasonable combination means that they are dependent on each other. The following chapter is dedicated
to dependency analysis.

3.1 DTCs Combination Statistics

Given below are some of the statistics generated by the tool after analysis of Diagnostic Read-out data.

Percentage DTCs Statistics

Figure 1: Shows Percentage of each DTC occurring in combination with other DTCs

Figure 1 Discussion: The frequency of each DTC was calculated from provided data and DTCs were arranged in
rows and columns with their corresponding frequency in the second row and the second column. The value in
a cell shows, that out of the total number of times the DTC in the column has occurred, how many percent of
that value has it occurred in combination with the DTC in the corresponding row. For example the value 79 in
the 1st row and 2nd column shows that ECM-P151B68 has occurred 79 percent of the total 4648 occurrences in
combination with ECM-P0A0F68.

Frequency Statistics

The number of times each DTC has occurred in combination with another DTC is shown in figure 2. Here, the
original frequency has been calculated.
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Figure 2 Discussion: The frequency of each DTC was calculated from provided data and DTCs were arranged in
rows and columns with their corresponding frequency in the second row and the second column. The value of
each cell shows, the total number of times the DTC in the corresponding row and column have occurred in
combination.  For example, ECM-P151B68 and ECM-P0A0F68 have occurred 3694 times together.

Independent probabilities

Independent Events

“Two events, A and B, are independent if A and B are taken as independent and random or the fact that A
occurs does not affect the probability of B occurring”.

Figure 3 shows the independent probabilities of each DTC with each other just like the occurrence of two
independent events which are independent and random.

Figure 2: Frequencies of DTCs occurring in combination

Figure 3: Independent probabilities of each DTC with other DTCs
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Figure 3 Discussion: The frequency of each DTC was calculated from provided data and DTCs were arranged in
rows and columns with their corresponding frequency in the second row and the second column. The value of
a cell shows the probability that the DTCs in the corresponding row and column would occur together in a
read-out provided they are random and independent. For example, if ECM-P151B68 and ECM-P0A0F68 are
random and independent events, the probably that these two DTC would occur in a read-out is 0.2077.
Here Independent frequency has been calculated.

Figure 4 shows frequencies of DTCs in combination provided DTCs are assumed to occur random and
independent.

Figure 4 Discussion: The frequency of each DTC was calculated and the DTCs were arranged in rows and
columns with their corresponding frequency in the second row and the second column. The value of cell
shows, the frequency that the DTCs in corresponding row and column would occur together in a read-out
provided they are random and independent. For example, if ECM-P151B68 and ECM-P0A0F68 are random and
independent events, the frequency that these two DTC would occur in a read-out is 2575.

Difference in Frequency: Difference between the original frequency and the Independent frequency, when
two events (occurrence of DTCs) are taken as random and independent, is shown in the following figure

Figure 4: Frequency of DTCs pairs when no dependency is assumed
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Figure 5 Discussion: The frequency of each DTC was calculated from provided data and DTCs were arranged in
rows and columns with their corresponding frequency in the second row and the second column. The value of
a cell shows the difference of combination frequency between the provided data and the frequency if DTCs are
considered random and independent. For example, the difference between ECM-P151B68 and ECM-P0A0F68
is 1118 which shows that these two DTCs have occurred 1118 times more than expected (if occurrence of
these two DTCs were random and independent).

Figure 5: Difference between frequency from original data and assuming pair as independent events
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CHAPTER 4 DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS
This chapter is dedicated to answer questions like what is dependency analysis in general, and what are the
different approaches developed so far and how has dependency analysis been perceived in other disciplines as
compared to hard core dependability and reliability diagnostic dependency analysis. We will also talk about
association rules which is a data mining technique that has been used in a variety of areas, for example in
marketing to find customer buying patterns.

4.1 What is dependency Analysis?

The dependency analysis is a general area, having application in different domain ranging from fault(s)
identification in distributed systems (Saurabh Bagchi, Gautam Kar, Joe Hellerstein) to fault identification in
automobile industry. Developing a service that has a dependency on a large number of other distinct systems
is likely to result in something that has to be revalidated every time each of those dependencies changes
(which could be quite often).

4.2 Approach to analyse dependencies

General Approach - In the first step, we considered all Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC) for the analysis to
find dependencies and relevancies among them followed by excluding some DTCs whose
dependencies/relevancies are already known. For example, event codes (….F68) and misfire codes (…ECM-
03XXXX) were separated out of all DTCs because the dependencies and relevancies of these codes are already
known.

Interdependency

When A is dependent on B and B is dependent on A, we term this relationship as bi-directional and call this
dependency as "Interdependency".

Interdependency

We can separate two different types of dependency as follows:
d1 (A, B)
d2 (B, A)

Numerous researchers have tried to classify dependencies based on some specific attributes. For example,
(Keller et al) has come up with a classification of dependencies based upon certain attributes such as
Sensitivity, Stability, Need, Importance, Strength, and Impact. Our very specific approach is presented below
and the selected criterion was how often a fault or trouble occurs in general and how these faults are
dependent on each other.

Entity:
A

Entity:
B

Dependency:
D(A, B, )

Dependent:
A

Antecedent:
B

Dependency:
d(A, B, )
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The applied approach was expected to produce cause and effect relationships that could provide an answer to
the following set of questions

 Which specific DTC is causing which other DTC?
 Which DTCs occur frequently in combination with other DTCs?
 Which DTCs combination is highly important to deal with and their priority?

When the data is dependent it is generally a good approach to group the data based on some underlying
assumption. Grouped data share some significant features which are dissimilar in other groups. Association
rules play an important role specifically when the data is in group format.

To find answers to the questions given above and many other questions raised by the diagnostic engineers, we
performed the following tasks.

1. We created different plain statistics of DTCs i.e. frequency count, count of combination taking two
DTCs at a time, finding relevant percentages of a DTC occurring in combination with other DTCs etc.

2. Association rules theory was applied on DTCs to find the support and confidence of DTCs
combinations.

3. Hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering was performed to find relations among the DTCs.
Complete linkage algorithm was used for hierarchical clustering and the result was displayed using
dendrogram, Non-hierarchical clustering using K-Means algorithm has been used to find DTC groups.

4. Once the groups are determined, key factor identification was performed by separating the group data
from the whole population and comparing the distribution to check if they belong to the same
distribution. Furthermore, the unique number of Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and the total
number of read-outs for each group was also determined.

4.3 Association Rules

Fomby (2008) suggested, "Association Rules represent an unsupervised learning method that attempts to
capture associations between groups of items”. Association rules have also been referred in the literature as
“Market Basket analysis” or “Affinity analysis”. Our approach also suggests that association rules provide a
good foundation in order to find interdependencies and relevancies among the interested DTCs groups.
Orange, a data mining tool, offered an opportunity to identify three different attributes of an association rule.
These different attributes are confidence, support and lift.
The classical algorithm used for association rules is the “Apriori Algorithm”, (Agrawal Algorithm). The algorithm
is used to mine frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules. It uses a Bottom up or level wise approach,
where k-itemsets(an itemset that contains k items is a k-itemset)are used to explore (k+1)-itemsets, to mine
frequent itemsets from transactional databases, for Boolean association rules. (Andrew)

(Andrew) has classified association rules into two distinct categories

 Boolean association rules
 Quantitative association rules

First, the set of frequent 1-itemsets is found. This set is denoted L1. L1 is used to find L2, the set of frequent 2-
itemsets, which is used to find L3, and so on, until no more frequent k-itemsets can be found.
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The efficiency of the Apriori algorithm can be improved by the following methods

 Hash-based itemset counting
 Transaction reduction
 Partitioning
 Sampling
 Dynamic itemset counting

Different methods are applicable under different circumstances in order to improve the Apriori Algorithm. We
used orange, a data mining tool based on python, for mining association rules. Orange uses classical apriori
algorithm for mining association rules.

Attributes of Association Rules

The three main attributes of association rules are described below. With each association rule generated in
our analysis, values for the following three attributes were also produced.

Support

(R. Agrawal, T. Imielinski, and A. Swami, 1993) describe support of an association rule by

Where Z is the rule and P=Probability

It is defined on itemsets and gives the proportion of transactions which contain Z. It is used as a measure of
significance (importance) of an itemset. It is also known as frequency constraint.

Confidence/Strength

Consider two itemset X and Y in a large database, the confidence of X->Y is given by the following expression.



It is defined as the probability of observing the rule's consequent under the condition that the transactions
also contain the antecedent. For example, if the value of rule Confidence (X->Y) is 0.5, it would mean that for
50% of the transactions containing X and Y, the rule is correct. Confidence of a rule is directed and gives
different values for the rules X -> Y and Y -> X.

Lift

According to (Sergey Brin, Rajeev Motwani, Jeffrey D. Ullman, and Shalom Tsur) the Lift of an association rule
can be defined as

Lift is the ratio of observed to the expected support.
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4.4 Orange Extracted Association Rules

The Orange data mining tool was used and association rules were extracted based on Confidence, Support and
Lift. The association rules were generated using python script which was called from MATLAB as system
command.

Given below in Table 1 are few example association rules out of the total association rules generated by
Orange for minimum support of 0.005. The values of confidence, support, and lift are generated along with
each association rule. Note that, the rules are sorted based on confidence.

Table 1: Association Rules
Confidence Support Lift Association Rule
1.000 0.009 102.529 ECM-P018000 -> ECM-P019000
1.000 0.006 107.262 ECM-P019000 ECM-P010500 -> ECM-

P018000
1.000 0.006 102.529 ECM-P018000 ECM-P010500 -> ECM-

P019000
1.000 0.008 108.938 ECM-P157300 -> ECM-P177200
1.000 0.006 108.938 ECM-P157300 ECM-P122477 -> ECM-

P177200
1.000 0.006 122.316 ECM-P177200 ECM-P122477 -> ECM-

P157300
0.970 0.014 4.669 ECM-P019100 -> ECM-P008700
0.956 0.009 102.529 ECM-P019000 -> ECM-P018000
0.932 0.006 31.084 ECM-P010100 -> ECM-P061A62
0.902 0.007 46.929 ECM-P211800 ECM-P210600 -> ECM-

P050B00
0.900 0.005 46.827 ECM-U012900 ECM-P210600 -> ECM-

P050B00
0.891 0.008 108.938 ECM-P177200 -> ECM-P157300
0.868 0.007 51.281 ECM-P211800 ECM-P050B00 -> ECM-

P210600
0.837 0.005 49.466 ECM-P050B00 ECM-U012900 -> ECM-

P210600
0.828 0.008 43.087 ECM-P211800 -> ECM-P050B00
0.797 0.007 47.083 ECM-P211800 -> ECM-P210600

Table 1 Discussion: These association rules have been generated through a python script. The association rules
are given in the 4rth column while the values in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd column show confidence, support, and lift
respectively. For example, the first association rule shows that whenever ECM-P018000 occurs, it always
(confidence = 1) occurs in combination with ECM-P019000. The support shows that these two DTCs have
occurred in 0.9% of the total read-outs.

4.5 Our Proposed Algorithm for finding combinations

First, a two dimensional matrix with DTCs in the first row and first column is created with values containing the
percentage of each DTC occurring in combination with other DTCs. The algorithm iterates through each row
picking all the values above a specified percentage, then jumps to the corresponding DTC rows whose
percentage has been picked up, then it checks for the maximum percentage in those rows and checks if those
values are above the specified percentage and keeps on doing this until either a maximum value less than the
specified percentage is picked up or it jumps to a row which has already been visited. In this way, a large
number of combinations are generated which show dependencies among DTCs which are then subject to
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further analysis. Given below is the pseudo code of a custom made algorithm for generation of DTCs
combinations.

Pseudo Code

Specify percentage

For each row in Matrix

PercValues = Pick all values above specified percentage

For each value in PercValues

Step 1: Jump to corresponding row of that DTC

Step 2: Check if the max value in that row is greater than specified Perc

and that DTC is not repeated

If (result of step2 is true)

jump to step 1

else

Store all DTCs in a Group through which the program iterated.

Repeat the For loop for next value in PercValues

End

End

End
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CHAPTER 5 DATA CLUSTERING & CLUSTER ANALYSIS
In this chapter, the approach is to transform the data in some suitable format for cluster analysis. The basic
purpose of cluster analysis is to cluster observations in groups based on some predetermined criteria.
Hierarchical and non-Hierarchical algorithms were performed based on different techniques. Dendrograms
give a good overview of the whole clustering graph in a hierarchal fashion and are a flexible way of analysing
and visualizing data. Furthermore, pre –determined numbers of groups were obtained by utilizing the K-Means
algorithm.

5.1 Introduction

Data Pre-processing

The data file given to us for analysis served as the primary file and was transformed into a suitable data format
required for data clustering. The purpose of this conversion was to provide a platform for Hierarchical and
non-Hierarchical clustering.

5.2 Hierarchical and Non Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms

Numerous algorithms are available for data clustering both hierarchically and non-hierarchically. Both
hierarchical and non-hierarchical algorithms were considered as the intention was to get a clear picture of the
data. First, hierarchical algorithms were suggested to apply on the data sample and to analyse whether it gives
correct grouping or not in the form of hierarchies. Later, non-hierarchical algorithms were used for further
analysis in which already a specified number of groups were extracted.

According to (Fraley and Raftery, pp 2) “Hierarchical methods proceed by stages producing a sequence of
partitions, each corresponding to a different number of clusters. They can either be ‘agglomerative’, meaning
that groups are merged or divisive’, in which one or more groups are split at each stage.” In the thesis work,
we used agglomerative algorithms for analysis purpose.

5.3 Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms

These algorithms operate on sorted lists of inter-cluster distances. First, each data instance forms a cluster.
The clustering algorithm repetitively merges two clusters at a time with the least inter-cluster distance.
Compared to a "Divisive" (top down) clustering approach, agglomerative (bottom up) clustering treats each
data point as a singleton cluster and then keeps on merging clusters until all points merge into a single
remaining cluster.

Single Link

In single link hierarchical clustering two clusters are merged together in each step whose closest members
have the smallest distance.
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Figure 6: Single Link algorithm

Complete Link

In complete link hierarchical clustering two clusters are merged together whose merger has the smallest
diameter.

Figure 7: Complete Link algorithm

Interesting groups of DTCs were created by computing similarity by a complete link algorithm using Hamming
distance. Since data is in binary form, it is feasible to use Hamming algorithm. A similarity matrix can be
calculated and it can be used to find out how much each attribute i.e. DTC is similar to each other DTC. Figure
8 shows hierarchical clustering based on hamming distance using a complete link algorithm.
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Figure 8: Hierarchal clustering, Dendrogram

Figure 8 Discussion: The figure shows hierarchical clustering of DTCs. In the beginning, each DTC is considered
as a single cluster which is clustered together with other DTCs on the next level to form larger clusters. The
heights of dendrogram lines show the percentage difference (hamming distance) among the clusters. For
example, ECM-P030200 and ECM-P030300, 5th and 6th DTC from the right of the dendrogram has been
clustered together. They are then combined with ECM-P030100 on the next level and so on. Furthermore, the
height of ECM-P030200 and ECM-P030300 dendrogram is around 0.03 which shows the percentage hamming
distance among these two DTCs.

Limitation of Dendrograms

Dendrograms have one limitation; they are impractical when exposed to large volumes of data. As each
observation is displayed, dendrograms are impractical when the data set is large. (Mathias)

5.4 The Non-Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms

K-Means Algorithm

K-Means Clustering is an algorithm to classify or to group the objects based on attributes/features into K
number of groups. The grouping is done by minimizing the sum of squares of distances between data and the
corresponding cluster centroid. Thus, the purpose of K-Means clustering is to classify the data (Kardi). Given
below is a step by step description of the K-Means Algorithm.

o Step 0: Start with a random partition into K clusters.
o Step 1: Generate a new partition by assigning each pattern to its closest cluster center.
o Step 2: Compute new cluster centers as the centroids of the clusters.
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o Step 3: Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until there is no change in the membership (also cluster centers
remain the same).

Table 2 shows some of the total number of groups generated by K-Means.

Table 2: DTC groups using K-Means
Group No. DTC

1 ECM-P008700
2

ECM-P012023, ECM-P012038

3 ECM-P050087, ECM-P157287

4 'ECM-P010500', ECM-P018000', 'ECM-P019000', 'ECM-P222700'

5 'ECM-P034100', 'ECM-P036600'

6 'ECM-P050B00', 'ECM-P210600', 'ECM-P211800'

7 'ECM-P007000'

8 'ECM-P034400', 'ECM-P036900', 'ECM-P053200'

Table 2 discussion: The first column shows the group number and the second column contains the DTCs in
that particular group. The tuning parameter for k-means could be changed to any value to generate different
number of groups.
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This chapter deals with the process of factorization as an optimal output of the grouping process. Since the
groups were already found, the purpose of this chapter is to find attributes of freeze frame data which shows
significant variation for any of the group data from the rest of the population.

6.1 Factors Extraction form Freeze-frame data

Freeze-frame data consists of interesting dimensions (parameters) of data. It is interesting to note that these
dimension/parameters show a reasonable level of variation. Given below are the attributes of freeze frame
data.

o Ambient air pressure
o Calculated load
o ECU supply voltage
o Engine speed
o Fuel closed loop active
o Fuel pressure
o Global real time
o Outsides temperature
o Scm_Clnt Temp
o Sensor supply voltage
o Throttle angle
o Time since engine start
o Turbo pressure
o Vehicle speed(via CAN)

6.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS test)

The KS test determines if the two datasets are significantly different or not. The strength of the KS test is that
this test does not make any assumption about the distribution of data, hence it is a form of minimum distance
estimation or non-parametric.

The KS test quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution function of the sample and the cumulative
distribution function of the reference distribution. The null distribution of this statistic is calculated under the
null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from the same distribution.

We separated each group data from the rest of the population and called it sample while the rest of the data is
population. Then, we compared the distribution of the sample with the population data and checked how
significantly the group data differs from the rest of the population. Finally, we report the attributes of freeze
frame data which shows significant variation for each group of data.

6.3 Factorization

After finding the groups, the next step is to find the factors (parameters) of freeze frame which show
significant variation for that group. For this purpose, those readouts which contain group DTCs were separated
from the rest of the population data; the group data was considered sample data while the rest of the data
was considered as reference data. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was performed on the sample and reference
data to see if significant variation in distributions is found then those factors were reported for that particular
group. Figure 10 show factors along with groups.
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Figure 9: Factors extracted for each group
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7.1 Introduction of the analysis tool

The tool is designed to analyze the large amount of Diagnostic Read-out (DRO) data read from Volvo cars all
over the world and it will help diagnostic engineers to analyze, investigate, and visualize the DRO data. The
tool will help find relevancies and dependencies among Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC). A number of statistics
are generated which will help engineers in the diagnostic process to tackle technical quality issues. In this
chapter, we will talk about how the tool works and the results it generates.

7.2 Analysis Tool Step by Step

The output excel file generated through business object is used as input to the tool for analysis purpose. It is
assumed that the name of the excel sheet containing DRO data is 'DTCs’. It is also assumed that the 'Result File
ID' string appears only once (column header of Read-outs) in the whole excel sheet. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the parameter names of freeze frame data appear one row above the other parameters (Result File ID,
Model Year, Model Type etc) which is usually the case with the output file generated through business object.
Figure 10 show an example DRO file which could be used as input for the tool.

Figure 10: DRO file generated through business object

Below is a step by step guideline for using the tool
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Step 1: Specifying input parameters

In this step, one could specify the following parameters. The following parameters could be adjusted before
performing the analysis.

 minLimit - A DTC should have occurred minLimit times in order to be considered for further analysis.
 cutoff – Specify the cutoff value to generate clusters (Groups of DTCs) from dendrogram.
 KMeansGroups – Number of groups you want to generate through kmeans Algorithm.
 Perc – This percentage is used as input for the custom made algorithm to generate groups. This

specifies minimum Perc that a DTC should have occurred in combination with another DTC in order to
be grouped together.

 SigLevel - Significant level for comparing sample and population means for the groups generated
through clustering algorithms. Its value could be between 0 and 1.

filterArray – One could specify filtering parameters in this array. For example, if you want to perform the
analysis for Model year 2009 regardless of any other attribute , it could be done like this

filterArray(1,:) =  {char('Model Year'), char('2009')};
filterArray(2,:) =  {char('Vehicle Type Code'), char('')};
filterArray(3,:) =  {char('Market Code'), char('')};
filterArray(4,:) =  {char('Engine Code'), char('')};
filterArray(5,:) =  {char('Gearbox Code'), char('')};
filterArray(6,:) =  {char('Assembly Plant Code'), char('')};
filterArray(7,:) =  {char('Mileage (Kilometres)'), char('')};

Similarly, if you want to perform the analysis for Model year 2009 and 2010 for vehicle type Code 135 and 156,
you could do it like this

filterArray(1,:) =  {char('Model Year'), char('2009', '2010')};
filterArray(2,:) =  {char('Vehicle Type Code'), char('135', '156')};
filterArray(3,:) =  {char('Market Code'), char('')};
filterArray(4,:) =  {char('Engine Code'), char('')};
filterArray(5,:) =  {char('Gearbox Code'), char('')};
filterArray(6,:) =  {char('Assembly Plant Code'), char('')};
filterArray(7,:) =  {char('Mileage (Kilometres)'), char('')};

Furthermore, if you want to perform the analysis for all the cars in Sweden (code 10) regardless of any other
parameters, you could do that as follow

filterArray(1,:) =  {char('Model Year'), char('')};
filterArray(2,:) =  {char('Vehicle Type Code'), char('')};
filterArray(3,:) =  {char('Market Code'), char('10')};
filterArray(4,:) =  {char('Engine Code'), char('')};
filterArray(5,:) =  {char('Gearbox Code'), char('')};
filterArray(6,:) =  {char('Assembly Plant Code'), char('')};
filterArray(7,:) =  {char('Mileage (Kilometres)'), char('')};

Moreover, to do the analysis for cars who’s mileage was recorded between 100 and 20000 while ReadOut was
performed, it could be done like

filterArray(1,:) =  {char('Model Year'), char('')};
filterArray(2,:) =  {char('Vehicle Type Code'), char('')};
filterArray(3,:) =  {char('Market Code'), char('10')};
filterArray(4,:) =  {char('Engine Code'), char('')};
filterArray(5,:) =  {char('Gearbox Code'), char('')};
filterArray(6,:) =  {char('Assembly Plant Code'), char('')};
filterArray(7,:) =  {char('Mileage (Kilometres)'), char('100', '20000')};
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Undesirable DTCs could also be specified which will be filtered out from analysis. For example, the misfire
codes are known to belong to a single group, so they could be filtered by specifying those DTCs in
filterDTCArray

filterDTCArray = {'ECM-P030000', 'ECM-P030100', 'ECM-P030200', ...
'ECM-P030300', 'ECM-P030400', 'ECM-P030500', ...
'ECM-P030600'};

If you don’t want to filter out any kind of DTC, simply leave filterDTCArray empty like this

filterDTCArray = {''};

Furthermore, go to the python script AssociationRules.py which should be in c:\python25 directory and edit
the following parameters as desired

minSupp - specify the minimum support for association rules
n – Number of rules you want to display

Note that inputFile.basket should also be in c:\python25 directory or place it somewhere else but specify the
location of inputFile.basket in AssociationRules.m and AssociationRules.py files, because this is the file type
used by python script for generating association rules.

Step 2: Run the program and Read the input DRO file.

Once the program is run, a File dialogue box would appear asking for input file, see Figure 11

Figure 11: File dialogue box to browse for input file

Specify the DRO file (excel) containing data to be used for analysis. Remember the excel sheet containing DRO
data should be named 'DTCs'
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Step 3: Filtering, selecting type of analysis, and performing analysis

When the File is read, Filtering is performed based on the filtering parameters specified in Step 1. Once
filtering is completed, a list box appears asking for the type of analysis you want to perform on filtered data.
Figure 12 shows a list box waiting for the user input.

Figure 12: List box to select the type of analysis to perform on filtered data

The following kind of analysis could be performed.

o Association Rules
o General Statistics about data
o Clustering based on hamming distance along with factors extraction
o Clustering based on Mileage and Global time along with factors extraction

Once you select the type of analysis you want to perform, the tool starts analyzing the data to generate
results. Here is little bit more about the type of analysis performed by the tool.

Association Rules – Association rules among DTCs could be generated using the tool. Example associated
rules generated are shown in the Table 1 in section 4.4.

General Statistics – Generates general statistics about the filtered data.

An array containing the individual frequency of each DTC along with the relative percentage (percent of times
this DTC was observed) is shown in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Individual frequency and relative percentage of DTC

Figure 13 Discussion: The graph shows the individual frequency of each DTC along with the relative
percentage. For example, ECM-P160868 was observed 2663 times which is 36% of the total number of DTCs.

The results shown in figure 1, figure 2, figure 3, figure 4, and figure 5 in section 3.1 are also generated by the
tool. In addition, the results shown in table 1 in section 4.4, figure 8 in section 5.3, and table 2 in section 5.4
are also generated by the analysis tool.

Figure 14 shows the DTCs groups generated through custom algorithm. The pseudo code of the algorithm is
given section 4.5.
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Figure 14: DTC groups generated through custom algorithm

Figure 14 Discussion: Each row corresponds to a group, Group column contain those DTCs which are
grouped together, combined frequency shows the total number of readouts in which DTCs in that particular
group were observed. An individual frequency corresponds to the individual frequencies of DTCs in a group.
For example, ECM-P018000 and ECM-P019000 have been grouped together and they were observed together
in 61 read-outs, the individual frequency of ECM-P018000 is 61 while that of ECM-P019000 is 64.

The factors extracted for each group are shown in figure 9 in section 6.3

Clustering based on Mileage and global time along with factor extraction – Similar analysis as in figure
9 of section 6.3 was performed based on mileage and global time, and Euclidean distance was used for
clustering instead of hamming distance.

Step 4: Storing the results in the excel file – Finally, the results are stored back in the DRO excel file for
manual analysis purpose.
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8.1 Conclusion

The goal of the project was to come up with statistical methods and techniques for analysis of DRO data and to
automate the process by developing a tool. Both goals were met, statistical methods were found followed by
the development of the tool in MATLAB. In addition, two important points to mention are given below

 Method/Algorithm selection for the purpose of clustering

Each method/algorithm used in this report was solely for the purpose of finding interesting patterns among
the data. Selection of method/algorithm involves tradeoffs between the strength and weaknesses of each
algorithm. Algorithms used in this thesis work were selected to produce efficient and meaningful patterns of
data.

 Grouping

It has been observed that the bigger the sample size and variation in data, the more it would lead us to a
greater accuracy and reliability of the resulting groups.

8.2 Recommendation

During the process of factorization, when factors are about to be extracted from groups by applying KS test, it
is recommended that the fisher discriminate functional analysis method is applied to test whether the results
obtained with the KS test differ significantly from test results obtained with the fisher linear discriminate
analysis method.

8.3 Future Work

This thesis work was an effort to carry out analysis based on general statistics in the first phase and then the
data was explored through an exploratory data analysis approach. Different general statistical formulae were
applied to get meaningful results of the data such as dependencies, relevancies, group membership, and
factors relative to each group.

It is suggested, that the project should be considered as a platform for further analysis from Markov
Model/Hidden Markov Models perspective to get potential benefits. These potentials may include more
controlled and more focused analysis results since in Markov models the processes are taken as unique and
irrespective of the previous processes. On-board and off-board analysis can also be accommodated with
Markov models. The property of fully observability can be obtained in on-board diagnostic analysis while
Hidden Markov Models can be investigated with off-board diagnostic analysis. Markov Models offer a great
research opportunity to analyse if the system is fully observable or partially observable and when the system is
autonomous or controlled with respect to the fully observable property or partially observable property.

The possibility of including time sequences using Markov Models could be very helpful to determine the
sequence in which DTCs in a group occur.
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